LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS

I

PLATE

I  Sampler; probably second quarter of the 17th century  Victoria and Albert Museum
II  Sampler; mid-17th century  Mrs. Croly
III  Elizabeth Calthorpe's sampler; dated 1656  Mrs. Longman
IV  Martha Wheeler's sampler; dated 1710  Victoria and Albert Museum
V  Anne Mazelan's sampler; dated 1745  Mrs. Longman
VI  Mary Young's sampler; dated 1811-12  Mrs. Croly

II

FIGURE

1  Cushion; English or Scotch, period of James I (1603-25)  Victoria and Albert Museum
2  Susan Nebabri's sampler; late 16th century  London Museum
3  Cut-work and embroidered sampler; late 16th or early 17th century  Sir Wm. Lawrence
4  (a) Two designs from Shorleyker's Scholes-house for the Needle (1624)  John Jacoby, Esq.
   (b) Panel of embroidery; Italian, 17th century  Victoria and Albert Museum
5  Embroidered sampler; period of James I (1603-25)  Essex Institute, Salem, Mass.
6  Anne Gower's sampler; before 1634  Dr. Glaisher
7  Sampler worked by a lady of the family of the Chichesters of Arlington, Devon; before 1640  Mrs. Croly
8  (a) Sampler worked by B.P.; dated 1634  Sir Wm. Lawrence
   (b) Anne Bourne's sampler; mid-17th century  Mrs. Head
9  Elizabeth Hinde's sampler; dated 1643  Victoria and Albert Museum
10  Rebeckah Pope's sampler; dated 1644  "   
11  Sampler worked by M.J.; probably 2nd quarter of the 17th century, i.e. period of Charles I (1625-49)  Mrs. Longman
12  Panel from a cut-work sampler; mid-17th century  Victoria and Albert Museum
13  Sampler; probably period of Charles I (1625-49)  J. F. Glover, Esq.
14  Sampler; probably period of Charles I (1625-49)  Formerly in the possession of Mrs. Grove
15  Sampler; probably period of Charles I (1625-49)  

vi
16 Sampler; mid-17th century
17 Panel from a sampler; probably period of Charles I (1625–49)
18 Martha Salter's sampler; dated 1651
19 Fragment of a sampler; dated 1657
20 Panel from a sampler; 2nd half of the 17th century
21 Sarah Fletcher's sampler; dated 1668
22 Panel from a sampler; 17th century
23 Sampler; dated 1669
24 (a) Sampler; probably period of Charles II (1660–85)
(b) Sampler; probably period of Charles II (1660–85)
25 Anne Lawly's sampler; dated 1676
26 Elizabeth Priest's sampler; dated 1677
27 Sampler; dated 1677
28 Epistle sampler; dated 1693
29 Part of Elizabeth Mackett's sampler; dated 1696
30 Susannah Wilkinson's sampler; dated 1699–1700
31 Susanna Ingram's sampler; dated 1700
32 Jane Bacon's sampler; dated 1707
33 Mary Moyse's sampler; dated 1709
34 Mary Caney's sampler; dated 1710
35 Elizabeth Clements' sampler; dated 1712
36 Edward and Ruth Bacheler's sampler; dated 1717
37 Jane Parish's sampler; dated 1718
38 Tomasinah Ashmull's sampler; dated 1724
39 Mary Brewitt's sampler; dated 1725
40 Mary Stroud's sampler; dated 1727
41 Sampler worked by H.B.; dated 1728
42 Mary Smith's sampler; dated 1729
43 Ann Wolfray's sampler; dated 1736
44 Mary Wakeling's sampler; dated 1742
45 Sampler worked by A.V.; dated 1745
46 Elizabeth Cridland's sampler; dated 1752
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Errata
LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS
Reference numbers should read:
Elizabeth Colthorpe's sampler. Frontispiece.
Plate I. Sampler; probably second quarter of the 17th century.
II. Sampler; mid-17th century.
III. Martha Wheeler's sampler.
IV. Anne Mazelan's sampler.
V. Mary Young's sampler.
47  Catherine Benskin's sampler; dated 1754  
48  E. Phillips' sampler; dated 1761  
49  Sarah Everitt's sampler; dated 1777  
50  Elizabeth Hewitt's sampler; dated 1778  
51  Elizabeth Hincks' sampler; dated 1780  
52  Ann Seaton's Map sampler; dated 1790  
53  Sarah Beckett's sampler; dated 1798  
54  M. Quertier's sampler; dated 1799  
55  Susanna Gellett's sampler; dated 1800  
56  Sarah Ralph's sampler; dated 1810  
57  Mary Green's sampler; 1st quarter of the 19th century  
58  Lucy Titehall's sampler; dated 1816  
59  Sampler; about 1820-40  
60  Mary Ann Enderwick's sampler; dated 1831  
61  Mary Pether's sampler; dated 1839  
62  Joseph Meableroom's sampler; dated 1844  
63  Sampler; dated 1874  
64  Lucke Boten's sampler; German, dated 1618  
65  (a) Sampler; German, dated 1775  
       (b) Sampler; German, 2nd half of the 18th century  
66  Sampler; Flemish, 2nd half of the 18th century  
67  Sampler; Danish (?), dated 1751  
68  Sampler; Danish, dated 1798  
69  Theresa Casare's sampler; Spanish, dated 1762  
70  Abigail Pinniger's sampler; American, dated 1730  
71  Mary Russell's sampler; American, dated 1784  
72  Mary Ann Fessenden Vinton's sampler; American, dated 1819